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This section contains : Details on numerical simulations and Supplementary figures S1–S3.

Details on numerical simulations
In order to numerically calculate the propagation of light across the material, numerical replica were
generated. Meaning that the pitch value, the distribution of the orientation of the helical axis, the
spatial resolution and the dielectric birefringence match the experimental features. Simulations were
performed by using the finite‐difference time‐domain (FDTD) method of the MeepS1 software
package. This electromagnetic simulation software uses Maxwell equations and we let them run over
time within some finite computational region. The computational grid resolution is 60 pixels per μm.
The 2D box size is 800 pixels along the direction of light propagation and 360 pixels along the
transverse direction. We imposed absorbing boundary conditions (the present approach utilizes a
setup where the computational cell is surrounded with a medium that absorbs light without any
reflection). We set the average refractive index n at 1.57 and the birefringence Δn at 0.3. The
incoming light is a continuous plane wave source proportional to exp
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λ is the w
wavelength and c is the speed of lig ht in a vacuu
um. The pola
arization is liinear and orrthogonal
to the XZ plane. Afteer a transien
nt regime, 3000 images of the electricc‐field energgy density E*
*.D/2 are
d during 100
0 periods. Th
he energy deensity from both the forrward and thhe backward
d (due to
recorded
Bragg reeflection) fieelds are recorded. This quantity osscillates with
h a pulsatioon equal to 2ω. The
envelopees are then extracted
e
wiith a pass baand filter cen
ntred at 2ω in the Fourieer space. The
e pictures
in Fig. 110 c and d are time averaged
a
ovver the 100 periods (30
00 images). The colourr scale is
proportional to the intensity.

Fig. S1

o the optica
al layer. The open chole
esteric‐liquid‐‐crystalline ffilm was ann
nealed at
Structure of

or 13 hours, and then quenched
q
at room temp
perature. It exhibited
e
hyybrid anchorring after
140°C fo
annealin
ng; meaning the preferential molecuular orientation is planar on the glasss substrate and it is
homeotrropic (i.e. peerpendicular)) at the air innterface. This hybrid ancchoring leadss to a specific cellular
texture w
which is called the polyggonal texturee24,35. (a) 3D structure off the polygonnal texture according
a
to a com
mbination of
o the follow
wing microsccopy methods: atomic force
f
microsscopy (AFM), optical
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microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
The micrograph recorded with an optical microscope in transmission mode reveals a mosaic of
polygons with various sizes. AFM imaging reveals the cone shape of polygons, which are the locus of
double‐spiral patterned lines. The connection between oblique lines in the TEM cross‐sectional views
and spiral patterns as seen in planar views by SEM is visible. Vertical dotted lines help visualize the
coincidence between the central spots of cones from one image to the next. The relief of polygons
results from the competition between the surface energy and the bulk free energy. The energy is
lowered by transforming the free surface into a cone, thus reducing the bulk distortion energy at the
cost of surface energy. The double‐spiral structures correspond to the adaptation of the cholesteric
structure to the relief and the conditions at the limits. A blue shift of the reflection band is caused by
the interface‐induced variation of the helical axis orientation, which progressively propagates further
into the volume as the annealing time increases. (b) TEM images of cross sections of optical layers
quenched at 140°C after various annealing times. The right part of each image was redrawn to
facilitate the observation of texture changes. (A) No annealing; the fingerprint texture made of an
array of periodic bright and dark lines is regularly parallel to both interfaces. The helix axis is
perpendicular to the lines everywhere; the distance between two dark (or bright) lines represents
the half pitch. (B) Annealing time = 1 min; close to the air interface, the lines undulate, which already
shows a change in the orientation of the helix axis. Further down, the lines remain parallel to the
surfaces. (C) Annealing time = 13 hours; the distortions invaded the bulk. Only a very thin material
thickness close to the substrate exhibits quasi parallel lines.
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Fig. S2

Polarizatio
on dependent efficiencyy. Intensity profiles of the transmiitted light when
w
the

c
pollarized (CP); (e‐f) left‐handed CP.
incomingg light is: (a‐‐b) unpolarissed; (c‐d) rigght‐handed circularly
CP light is obtained by combinin
ng a linear poolarizer with
h a quarter‐w
wave plate. TThe transmisssion rate
he Bragg band is very weak (e) when the light hass the same handedness ( i.e. left) com
mpared to
inside th
the heliccal structure due to the light reflectioon and the polarization‐s
p
selectivity ruule in CLCs. When
W
the
light hass the opposite handedn
ness, the spoot size is sm
maller than inside the baand edge. When
W
the
incomingg light is unp
polarised, the
e maximum of efficiencyy is obtained in the band edge (b).
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p
sstate of the donut. Inten
nsity profiless at the focal plane in
Fig. S3 Evidence off the radial polarization
w
analyyser; (b) witth an x‐lineaar analyser; (c) with a yy‐linear analyyser. The
the red band: (a) without
polarised. Th
he layer was annealed att 140°C for 5 hours. Alonng the donutt ring the
incomingg light is unp
polarizattion is collin
near to k , where k iss the orthoggonal compo
onent of thee Bragg grating wave
vector.
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